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ABSTRACT

Genomic selection is considered to be an important tool in plant breeding programs. However, its application in the 
earliness of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) has not been studied. The objective of the present study was to evaluate 
the prediction performance of six statistical models for six quantitative characteristics related to earliness in tomato. The 
study used phenotypic and genotypic data belonging to an F2 population consisting of 172 tomato plants. Simple sequence 
repeat (SSR) markers were obtained using genotypic information, and the genomic values were estimated by the following 
six different statistical models: Bayesian Lasso (BL), Bayesian ridge regression (BRR), BayesA, BayesB, BayesCπ, and 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) regression. The correlation values ranged from 0.17 to 0.57. The highest 
association values were found in days to flowering of the third inflorescence and 1000-seed weight, which were greater 
than 0.5. In general, all the models performed in a similar manner because only slight differences were observed among 
the correlation values. Specifically, BL, BayesB, and RKHS exhibited the highest Pearson correlation values for most 
traits. According to the results, genomic selection could be a useful tool to support tomato breeding focused on earliness.
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INTRODUCTION

Yield, fruit quality, and disease resistance are the main characteristics that breeders seek to increase in commercial tomato 
(Solanum lycopersicum L.) varieties (Scott et al., 2013). However, earliness has become an important characteristic 
that makes new tomato varieties very attractive in the seed market. Earliness in tomato indirectly increases yield and 
offers more supply opportunities by increasing the production window. Specifically, the tomato production cycle for each 
region in Mexico depends on the biotic challenges found in the production area. For example, the production period in 
Sinaloa State is shorter compared with other production areas due to the high number of viruses transmitted by whiteflies 
(SAGARPA, 2020). Farmers from Sinaloa must therefore keep their production up to 17 trusses from October to May. 
In contrast, there are other areas where a total of 35 trusses per plant can be harvested by farmers during the whole 
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year because there are no biotic problems. Therefore, high-yielding tomato varieties over a short period and with early 
flowering are needed for Mexican tomato production.
 Currently, the selection of the best individuals in the tomato breeding is carried out by combining phenotypic and 
marker-assisted selection (Foolad, 2007; Sabatini et al., 2013). This two-step scheme first selects individuals resistant 
to viruses, fungi, and nematodes based on genotypic information, followed by a visual selection for yield, fruit quality, 
precocity, and amount of foliage. 
 The development of new technologies to support the improvement of tomato has gained considerable interest. These 
technologies aim to increase selection precision and reduce costs and time in the generation cycle (Cobb et al., 2019). The 
purpose of the selection methods for self-pollinating species is to generate fixed lines at the lowest cost and in the least 
amount of time. Methodologies such as single seed descent and double haploids allow developing fixed inbred lines in 
the shortest possible time (Courtois, 1993). The development of several rapid generational advancement (RGA) schemes 
has emerged as another option. According to Collard et al. (2017), using RGA methodologies has successfully reduced 
the cost of obtaining inbred rice lines by the single seed descent method under greenhouse conditions. Recently, genomic 
selection (GS) has become another efficient tool to select the best individuals. Recent studies have shown that GS provides 
a positive genetic gain for each selection cycle under different breeding schemes (Beyene et al., 2015; Gezan et al., 2017; 
Zhang et al., 2017). Genomic selection has become a very attractive tool for breeding programs given the availability of 
many molecular markers and high throughput genotyping technology (Crossa et al., 2017). One of the key points of GS 
involves estimating the genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV). Various parametric and non-parametric statistical 
models have therefore been developed to estimate GEBV. For tomato, Yamamoto et al. (2016) studied the performance 
of the following models: genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP), Bayesian Lasso (BL), weighted Bayesian 
shrinkage regression (wBSR), and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces regression (RKHS). These authors concluded that 
the performance of each statistical model depended on the type of population and evaluated trait. Hernández-Bautista et 
al. (2016a) found that GBLUP and BL predicted GEBV better than multiple regression (fixed effects model) for traits 
related to fruit size and weight.
 Although several studies have evaluated the efficiency of GS for fruit size and quality, there is limited information 
about the efficiency of GS for traits related to earliness in tomato. Therefore, the objective of the present study was 
to evaluate the performance of the BL, BRR, BayesA, BayesB, BayesCπ, and RKHS models in the prediction of six 
quantitative characteristics related to earliness in tomato.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Population, phenotyping, and genotyping
This study was performed on a tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) F2 population consisting of 172 plants grown under 
greenhouse and hydroponic conditions in Texcoco (19°30’ N, 98°53’ W; 2250 m a.s.l.), State of Mexico. This site has 
an average annual temperature of 27 °C and approximately 147 mm yearly rainfall. The F2 population was obtained from 
hybrid plants derived from the cross between lines LOR82 and 11904 (Hernández-Bautista et al., 2016b). Line LOR82 
was obtained from a landrace from Puebla State, Mexico. This line exhibits an indeterminate growth habit, large-sized 
fruits (similar to Saladette type tomato), high firmness, late flowering, and high plant vigor. Line 11904 was obtained from 
an accession of S. pimpinellifolium. It has small round red fruits, a large number of flowers per truss, high resistance to 
diseases, weak plants, and early flowering. The F2 seeds were sown in trays with 128 holes and grown under an average 
temperature of 25 °C. The F2 plants were evaluated during the spring-summer cycle in 2012. Plants were harvested 80 
and 100 d after transplanting. 
 The phenotypic evaluation considered six traits and was performed on single plants. The number of flowers per 
inflorescence was measured by the mean obtained from the third and fourth inflorescence. Days to emergence was 
calculated as the number of days elapsed from the sowing date to plant emergence. Days to first inflorescence were 
estimated as the number of days from sowing to anthesis of the first truss. Similarly, days to third inflorescence were 
measured as the number of days from sowing to anthesis of the third truss. Days to ripening were estimated as the number 
of days between sowing and the first ripe fruit. The 1000-seed weight (g) was measured as the mean weight of 100 seeds 
obtained from five red fruits from each F2 plant. This score was then transformed to obtain the 1000-seed weight.
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 Fertilization was applied using the Steiner nutrient solution (Steiner, 1984). Concentrations were modified according 
to the phenological stages, 50% during the month and 100% for the rest of the cycle. Four irrigation events were 
applied each day throughout the cycle. Insects were controlled by periodic sprayings of imidacloprid (Confidor, Bayer) 
at 0.5 mL L-1. To prevent late blight (Phytophthora infestans Mont. de Bary), two sprayings of metalaxil M + clorotalonil 
(Ridomil Gold, Syngenta) were applied monthly as 250 g 100 L-1 water. Pruning of the leaves, branches, and training 
plants was performed weekly. 
 Genotypic data were obtained from 61 simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers. The SSR markers were located on 11 
chromosomes, except chromosome 12. Some of these markers have been previously associated with earliness quantitative 
trait loci (QTLs) in tomato (Hernández-Bautista et al., 2016b). The linkage map spanned 815.71 cM of the tomato genome 
with mean marker spacing of 13.37 cM. A genotypic matrix was obtained and coded as -1 for a homozygous S genotype 
from S. pimpinellifolium L., 0 for a heterozygous genotype, and 1 for a homozygous genotype from S. lycopersicum.

Prediction models
Six statistical models with different approaches were used to estimate the marker effects. The predictive models were 
Bayesian Lasso (BL), Bayesian ridge regression (BRR), BayesA, BayesB, BayesCπ, and reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces (RKHS) regression. 
 For all Bayesian models, the marker effects were estimated by the following model: 

y = 1μ + X β + e
where y is the vector of phenotypic values, μ is an intercept, X is the matrix of genotype indicators, β is a vector of a 
random marker, and e is the vector of residual effects. The conditional distribution of marker effects for each model 
differs in the assumptions of the prior distribution of marker effects, which determines the type of shrinkage or variable 
selection imposed on the estimates. The BL model implements a double exponential (DE) density. This density has 
higher mass at zero and thicker tails than the normal density and induces shrinkage estimates that depend on the size 
of the effect (Park and Casella, 2008). For the BRR model, the extent and type of shrinkage estimates are controlled 
by a Gaussian prior, which applies the same shrinkage to all the marker effects. The BayesA model uses a scaled-t 
density, which induces all the markers to have an effect but a different variance (Meuwissen et al., 2001). Two finite 
mixture prior densities were implemented for the BayesB and BayesCπ models. A point mass at zero and a scaled-t slab 
were used for BayesB (Meuwissen et al., 2001), while a combination of a point mass at zero and a Gaussian slab was 
implemented in BayesCπ (Habier et al., 2011). Both models assume that each marker has either a zero or non-zero effect 
with probabilities of π and 1 - π, respectively. In addition, for markers with non-zero effects, their variance is different in 
BayesB and similar in BayesCπ. In BayesB, we set the parameter as π = 0.95, and the remaining hyperparameters were 
set as described in Pérez and de los Campos (2014). 
 The RKHS regression uses the reproducing kernel (RK) that maps from pairs of points or markers K(xi, x’i) in input 
space into the real line and which must satisfy ∑i ∑i’ αi α’i K(xi, x’i) ≥ 0 for any non-null sequence of coeffcients αi 
(Gianola and van Kaam, 2008). According to de los Campos et al. (2009), Bayesian RKHS regression can be represented 
as follows:

where K(xi, x’i) is the kernel matrix whose entries are the evaluations of the RK at pairs of points in input space. This K 
matrix replaces the observed numerator relationship matrix (Ag) implemented in the standard animal model (Quaas and 
Pollak, 1980) with a Gaussian prior evaluated by the squared Euclidean distance between markers.     
 All predictive models were fitted with BGLR (Pérez and de los Campos, 2014) in the R statistical software (R Core 
Team, 2013). We set a total of 50 000 iterations for all the models, a thinning equal to 5, and the first 5000 cycles discarded 
as burn-in. A convergence test was performed according to the Gelman-Rubin convergence test for all parameters.

Cross-validation and prediction accuracy
The prediction accuracy of each model was evaluated by a 10-fold process. The population was divided into two sets; 
the training population consisted of 103 plants (60% individuals), whereas the validation population included 69 plants 
(40%). The individuals from the training population were randomly selected for each fold. Models were trained with the 

y = 1μ + u + ε with
p(μ, u, ε) ∝ N(u | 0,K σ  ) N(ε | 0, I σ  )2

u
2
ε
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training population. Based on the effects estimated in the training population, the models were run in the cross-validation 
population (CVP) to predict the genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) of each plant from the validation population. 
This process was repeated 10 times. The predictive accuracy of each model was evaluated by the Pearson correlation 
between GEBV and the observed phenotypic value of individuals belonging to the CVP.

Estimation of selection differential
The selection differential is a parameter that evaluates if the predictive model effectively estimates the values of superior 
individuals. It was estimated at three different levels of selection intensity (5%, 10%, and 20%). The selection of superior 
individuals was based on the GEBV, but the differential was estimated based on the values of the higher GEBVs. This 
procedure was performed for each cross-validation. A mean was calculated based on the 10 cross-validation replicates. 
The estimate of the selection differential for each cross-validation was calculated by the following expression:

RESULTS

Performance of parents, F1, and cross-validation population (CVP)
The distribution of individuals belonging to the CVP is shown in Figure 1. The CVP ranged from 6 to 13 flowers per 
inflorescence, with a mean of 11.17 flowers. This value was higher and lower than means for LOR82 (5.7 flowers) and 11904 
(25.7 flowers), respectively. For days to emergence, the CVP mean was 7.61 d, and exhibited maximum and minimum 
values of 6 and 13 d, respectively. Similarly, parents and F1 had values close to the mean of the CVP. For days to first 
inflorescence, the CVP values were lower than 11904 and higher than LOR82, demonstrating transgressive segregation. 
The lowest and highest values in the CVP were 55 and 79 d, respectively. As for days to third inflorescence, the population 
varied between 72 and 101 d. However, only some CVP values were lower than those of 11 904. For days to ripening, 
there was a phenotypic range from 110 to 134 d, with a mean of 120.90 d. The F1 and 30% of the individuals belonging to 
CVP were earlier for days to ripening than both parents. Finally, the CVP exhibited a mean of 2.42 g and minimum and 
maximum values of 1.18 and 3.55 g, respectively, for 1000-seed weight. This mean was close to the value observed in F1.

Correlations between genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) estimated in the training population
The correlations between GEBV estimated in the training population by different methods ranged from 0.9427 to 0.9993 
(Table 1). Most of the pairs showed high values, indicating high similarity between the GEBV from the different models. 
The pairs with the lowest correlations (less than 0.95) were for days to flowering of the third inflorescence. These pairs 
were BayesB with BRR and BayesB with RKHS.

Performance of the statistical models in the cross-validation population (CVP)
The prediction accuracy values for the six statistical models are presented in Table 2. Considering all the traits, correlation 
values ranged from 0.17 to 0.57. The highest association values occurred for days to flowering of the third inflorescence 
and 1000-seed weight with a value greater than 0.5. In contrast, the lowest correlation values were detected for days to 
emergence and days to ripening.
 In general, all models performed in a similar manner since only slight differences were observed among the correlation 
values. However, the BL, BayesB, and RKHS models exhibited the highest Pearson correlation values for most of the traits.

Selection differential
Table 3 shows the selection differential obtained by each model for different levels of selection intensity. For the number 
of flowers per inflorescence, RKHS exhibited the highest values at the 5% and 10% selection intensity and BayesB at 
20%. For days to emergence, the best statistical models were BL at 5% selection intensity, BRR at 10%, and BayesB at 
20%. As for days to flowering of the first inflorescence, RKHS had the highest selection differential value at 5% and 20%, 
BL at 10%, and BayesA at 20%. For days to flowering of the third inflorescence, the selection differential values were 

= × 100 (Mean of selected individuals in the validation population) – (Mean of the validation population)
(Mean of validation population)

Selection
differential
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lower compared with days to flowering of the first inflorescence. At 5% selection intensity, all the models performed in a 
similar manner; however, RKHS was the only consistent model for the different levels of selection intensity. For days to 
ripening, BL, BayesA, BayesCπ, and RKHS were the best models at 5%, while Bayes B outperformed all other models at 
10% and 20%. Finally, for 1000-seed weight, high values at different levels of selection intensity were observed. These 
values ranged from 24.628 to 30.083 (BRR and RKHS)  at 5% selection intensity,  from 21.116 to 23.182 at 10%, and 
from 15.248 to 16.715 at 20%.

Figure 1. Mean of parents and F1 and distribution of individuals belonging to the cross-validation population. 

11904: Male line; CVP: F2 cross-validation population; F1: F1 hybrid obtained crossing LOR82 and 11904; LOR82: female line.

Predictive model efficiency for superior individuals
Another way to assess predictive model efficiency is to analyze the predictive ability of the model, specifically in superior 
individuals. Therefore, we estimated the correlation between the values of superior individuals and their respective 
GEBV at different levels of selection intensity (Figure 2). The models were able to efficiently predict the values for 
the best individuals for days to emergence and 1000-seed weight, and values were greater than 0.5. However, for the 
remaining variables, the models showed poor predictive ability, especially for days to ripening and days to first and third 
inflorescence.
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BL  0.9940  0.9984 0.9963 0.9973 0.9937 BL 0.9755 0.9988 0.9920 0.9863 0.9762
BRR  0.9859 0.9859 0.9973 0.9959 BRR  0.9744 0.9427 0.9969 0.9972
BayesA   0.9951 0.9987 0.9935 BayesA   0.9924 0.9862 0.9750
BayesB    0.9862 0.9862 BayesB    0.9608 0.9443
BayesCπ     0.9942 BayesCπ     0.9932

BL 0.9769 0.9838 0.9930 0.9753 0.9865 BL 0.9842 0.9962 0.9887 0.9872 0.9884
BRR  0.9911 0.9758 0.9901 0.9922 BRR  0.9920 0.9642 0.9957 0.9920
BayesA   0.9827 0.9850 0.9950 BayesA   0.9877 0.9955 0.9876
BayesB    0.9763 0.9818 BayesB    0.9789 0.9609
BayesCπ     0.9890 BayesCπ     0.9846

BL 0.9834 0.9921 0.9938 0.9830 0.9945 BL 0.9980 0.9979 0.9986 0.9976 0.9980
BRR  0.9962 0.9814 0.9973 0.9876 BRR  0.9993 0.9979 0.9993 0.9990
BayesA   0.9905 0.9965 0.9912 BayesA   0.9981 0.9992 0.9983
BayesB    0.9856 0.9824 BayesB    0.9979 0.9975
BayesCπ     0.9828 BayesCπ     0.9983

Table 1. Pearson correlations for genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) estimated in the training population 
by different genomic selection (GS) models.

BL: Bayesian Lasso; BRR: Bayesian Ridge Regression; RKHS: Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces Regression.

BRR BRR

Number of flowers per inflorescence

BayesA

Days to flowering of the third inflorescence

BayesB BayesBBayesCπ BayesCπRKHS RKHSBayesA

BRR BRR

Days to flowering of the first inflorescence

BayesA

1000-seed weight 

BayesB BayesBBayesCπ BayesCπRKHS RKHSBayesA

BRR BRR

Days to emergence

BayesA

Days to ripening

BayesB BayesBBayesCπ BayesCπRKHS RKHSBayes A

Number of flowers per inflorescence   0.34 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.35
Days to emergence  0.19 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.19
Days to flowering of the first inflorescence  0.40 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.38 0.41
Days to flowering of the third inflorescence  0.55 0.52 0.54 0.55 0.53 0.53
Days to ripening 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.26
1000-seed weight  0.57 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56

Table 2. Pearson correlations between observed values and genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) of 
individuals from the cross-validation population.

BL: Bayesian Lasso; BRR: Bayesian Ridge Regression; RKHS: Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces Regression.

BayesBBayesABRR RKHSTrait BL BayesCπ

 The predictive efficiency of the models changed under certain levels of selection intensity. For days to emergence, 
1000-seed weight, and days to flowering of the first inflorescence, the prediction improved at 5% selection intensity. For 
days to ripening and number of flowers per inflorescence, the prediction was higher at 10% selection intensity. Regarding 
days to third inflorescence, the predictive ability of the models improved when selection intensity increased to 20%.
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Number of flowers per inflorescence 5 0.27 0.27 0.27 -3.31 0.27 5.64 59.36
 10 2.95 -0.63 -0.63 -0.63 2.95 4.74 47.72
 20 8.77 8.77 8.77 9.22 8.77 8.77 32.50

Days to emergence 5 -8.02 -2.76 -2.76 -5.39 -2.76 -0.13 -10.64
 10 -1.45 -2.76 -1.45 -1.45 -1.45 -1.45 -9.33
 20 -0.79 -0.13 -1.45 -2.76 -0.13 -2.10 -8.67

Days to flowering of the first inflorescence 5 -3.57 -3.57 -3.57 -3.57 -3.57 -4.49 -14.25
 10 -6.77 -4.33 -6.32 -6.16 -5.71 -5.71 -12.27
 20 -4.18 -4.49 -5.25 -4.64 -4.26 -5.25 -9.67

Days to flowering of the third inflorescence  5 -2.51 -2.51 -2.51 -2.51 -2.51 -2.51 -11.48
 10 -1.45 -2.63 -0.98 -1.45 -2.63 -2.63 -9.83
 20 -1.86 -2.28 -2.45 -2.81 -2.51 -4.05 -8.30

Days to ripening 5 -2.73 -2.07 -2.73 -1.24 -2.73 -2.73 -7.36
 10 -1.65 -1.65 -1.65 -2.07 -0.74 -1.65 -5.46
 20 -1.16 -1.32 -1.32 -1.41 -1.32 -1.28 -4.18

1000-seed weight  5 27.27 30.08 27.27 27.27 24.63 30.08 37.36
 10 21.12 23.18 23.18 21.12 21.12 21.12 31.36
 20 16.71 15.25 15.25 15.25 15.33 16.57 23.43

Table 3. Selection differential values for different levels of selection intensity (5%, 10%, and 20%) and genomic 
selection (GS) models.

BL: Bayesian Lasso; BRR: Bayesian Ridge Regression; RKHS: Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces Regression.

BayesBBayesABRR RKHS
Selection 

intensity (%)
Phenotypic 
selectionTrait BL BayesCπ

Figure 2. Relationship between the correlation of observed values and genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) of 
superior individuals and selection intensity.

BL: Bayesian Lasso; BRR: Bayesian Ridge Regression; RKHS: Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces Regression.
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DISCUSSION

In the present study, we evaluated the prediction performance of six statistical models on tomato earliness related traits. 
Prediction performance was evaluated according to the relationship between GEBV and the observed phenotypic value 
belonging to the individual of the CVP. The prediction performance of the statistical models was similar. The correlations 
between GEBV and the phenotypic value ranged from 0.17 to 0.57, and the highest correlations occurred in BL, BayesB, 
and RKHS. Previous studies have reported the good performance of BL and BayesB to predict traits controlled by large-
QTL effects (Thavamanikumar et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Gezan et al., 2017). According to Thavamanikumar et al. 
(2015), the good performance of BL and BayesB is due to their ability to identify markers with large effects, allowing 
better prediction accuracy of GEBV. The good performance of RKHS is attributed to its capture of suitably unknown 
forms of interaction and non-additive effects in the prediction, which increases its predictive power (Gianola and van 
Kaam, 2008). In strawberry, RKHS performed slightly better than parametric models for mean weight, marketable yield, 
and soluble solid content. However, in other maize and wheat studies, there was a null difference between RKHS and 
GBLUP (Crossa et al., 2014; Juliana et al., 2017). These results suggest that the performance of RKHS largely depends 
on the underlying genetic architecture of the trait. Howard et al. (2014) point out that RKHS performs well when the traits 
are largely influenced by epistasis.
 Training population size, relatedness between individuals, trait genetic architecture, and marker density are factors 
that affect the prediction accuracy of the models used for genomic selection (GS) (Meuwissen et al., 2001). In the present 
study, using a reduced number of markers was enough to obtain accuracy values greater than 0.5, demonstrating that the 
models with few markers had high predictive power to estimate GEBV for days to flowering of the third inflorescence and 
1000-seed weight. The prediction values for days to flowering of the first inflorescence ranged from 0.38 to 0.41, whereas 
the range increased from 0.53 to 0.55 for days to flowering of the third inflorescence. In a previous study, we detected 
a major QTL at flowering called dfft1.1, which increased its effect over time when measured from the first to third truss 
(Hernández-Bautista et al., 2016b). Therefore, the increasing range found in the present study could be explained by the 
increased effect of dfft1.1, showing that this QTL increases the prediction accuracy of the statistical model.
 In GS, it is commonly observed that the predictive models yield better for traits with high heritability than traits 
with low heritability. Duangjit et al. (2016) found that GBLUP improved its accuracy when the heritability of tomato 
quality traits also increased. This same pattern was observed by Hernández-Bautista et al. (2016a), who reported that 
the prediction accuracy of GBLUP and LASSO increased when it was evaluated for traits with heritability greater than 
0.6. Previous classical and molecular studies classified days to ripening and emergence as traits with an intermediate or 
low heritability, and that they are controlled by small QTL effects (Grandillo and Tanksley, 1996; Haggard et al., 2015; 
Hernández-Bautista et al., 2016b). Therefore, the poor predictive ability found in the models for both traits occurred 
because both traits are controlled by many minor QTLs and the limited number of markers used in the present study.
 Expected genetic gain is a function of selection differential and heritability of the trait to be improved (Molina, 1992). 
When one trait exhibited high heritability, the genetic gain largely depended on the selection differential. We transformed the 
selection differential in terms of percentage with respect to the F2 mean to easily detect the genetic gain. For 1000-seed weight, 
GS obtained values similar to those of phenotypic selection at different levels of selection intensity, suggesting that the 
RKHS, BRR, and BL models effectively predicted the values of the superior individuals. Similarly, for days to emergence, the 
differential selection value obtained by BL at 5% selection intensity was very close to the value estimated by the phenotypic 
selection. This result suggests that BL performed poorly to predict the GEBV of individuals with low values, but it was able 
to efficiently predict the high values. For the remaining traits, the estimated selection differential was at least 40% lower than 
the phenotypic selection. This situation was caused in some cases by a moderate prediction of the best individuals, which 
allowed a drastic reduction of the selection differential (Figure 2). However, this moderate prediction could be improved by 
increasing the density of molecular markers evaluated in the training population (Zhang et al., 2019) and by incorporating 
markers linked to loci controlling the trait (Rutkoski et al., 2014). It is also known that GS reduces the time needed to develop 
a new variety. Therefore, low or intermediate values of selection differential obtained in the present study could be improved 
if several cycles were performed yearly or some steps of the classical breeding scheme were omitted.
 During the prediction of the best individuals, model efficiency was better for certain levels of selection intensity 
and traits; this shows the influence of selection intensity and traits on the correlation of observed values and GEBV of 
superior individuals. Bhering et al. (2015), in a simulation study, found that the correlation between genetic and genomic 
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values was not constant for the different selection intensity values. These results suggest that the prediction of superior 
individuals is influenced by the genetic architecture of traits and the statistical model being used. 
 In tomato, the pedigree selection scheme is the most widely used by breeders to produce inbred lines (Hernández-Leal 
et al., 2019). However, this selection scheme is time-consuming and expensive. For example, if two selection cycles are 
carried out yearly, the generation of F6 lines would take 3 yr. According to Cobb et al. (2019), the generation cycle is 
the easiest, cheapest, and most useful parameter to increase genetic gain. Its impact on genetic gain is much greater than 
increasing heritability by more than 0.6 or reducing selection pressure less than 5%. Based on our data, GS could help 
to increase genetic gain by rapidly advancing generations through phenotypic evaluation of the first cluster and breeding 
value predicted by GS. Tomato breeders usually evaluate many trusses to detect the consistency of fruit size, setting, and 
yield over time. One tomato generation cycle could therefore take at least 7 mo, but GS can accelerate the generation cycle 
and reduce the costs of maintaining large field trials over a long period. To date, studies in wheat (Watson et al., 2018), 
sorghum (Rizal et al., 2014), and rice (Tanaka et al., 2016) have reported that manipulating environmental variables 
allows producing seed in less time and increases the number of generations per year. Similarly, manipulating some 
environmental variables, such as water stress or temperature, can induce early flowering in tomato (Ewas et al., 2017). In 
this context, a combination of technologies such as a greenhouse with a controlled environment, marker-assisted selection 
for resistance, selection by the single seed descent method, and GS could be interesting and viable options for modern 
tomato breeding. 

CONCLUSIONS

The Bayesian models and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces regression (RKHS) model performed in a similar manner to 
predict tomato earliness traits. Specifically, Bayesian Lasso, BayesB, and RKHS exhibited the highest Pearson correlation 
values for most of the traits. Based on these results, genomic selection could be a useful tool to support some steps of 
tomato breeding focused on earliness.
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